Ref: GTU/Management/Formula & Table/2018/6792

Date: 15.09.2018

CIRCULAR
Read: Approved minutes of academic Council meeting dated 09.08.2018 (Agenda no. 18)
As per the reference given above all institutes running management courses namely MBA, MBA
(International Business), MBA (Integrated) and MBA (Part-Time) course need to use Statistical
Formula and Statistical Tables attached herewith as Annexure 1 & Annexure 2 respectively during
all types of examinations, hence forth.
Annexure 1 contains Statistical Formula with seven (07) pages. Similarly Annexure 2 contains
Statistical Tables with twenty seven (27) pages.
Instruction to use Statistical Formula and Tables
1. All institutes are hereby instructed to take a legible print out of attached Statistical Formula
and Statistical Tables on good quality paper
2. After taking print out, the Institute is required to put Seal of institute on each page of these
documents.
3. The stamped document then will be provided to each student during Internal /Mid
Term/Remedial and University exam for the concerned subjects MBA, MBA (International
Business), MBA (Integrated) and MBA (Part-Time) course. The institute should not use any
other Statistical Formula set and Statistical Tables from any other sources.
4. All institutes must ensure that no students should write anything (with Pen or Pencil) on
this document. During the university exam, if the staff on invigilation duty or GTU observer
finds any student with hand written material on this Statistical Formulas or Tables then the
student will be booked under UFM norms of GTU.
5. These statistical formula and tables are prepared to facilitate the students during exam. So,
all exam centre in-charge must keep sufficient photocopies of the tables and formula so
that each student appearing for exam gets individual copy of the same during examination.
-sdI/c Registrar
Attachments: Annexure 1 & 2
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